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Abstract
We calculate the neutrino mass matrix up to one loop order in the MSSM without R-parity,
including the bilinears in the mass insertion approximation. This introduces additional diagrams
usually neglected in the literature. We systematically consider the possible new diagrams, and
find a few missing from our previous work. We provide analytic expressions for the mass matrix
elements in the neutrino flavour basis, which are independent of the Hd−Li basis choice in the
Lagrangian. We compare the contributions from different diagrams, and make “Lagrangian-
basis-independent” estimates of when the new diagrams need to be included. We briefly discuss
the phenomenology of a toy model of bilinear R-parity violation.
1 Introduction
The construction of a model which generates neutrino masses [1] requires some extension of the
Standard Model. Supersymmetry [2, 3] is an interesting possibility which provides new (s)particles.
We consider the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) without imposing R-parity.
The quantum number Rp is defined as Rp = (−1)L+3B+2S , where L, B, S are the lepton and baryon
number and the spin of the particle, respectively [4]. In a general Rp non-conserving supersymmetric
version of the SM, lepton number is not conserved1, which allows non-zero neutrino masses.
The main physical motivation for neutrino masses comes from the anomalous neutrino data
from both solar and atmospheric neutrino experiments [5]. In the R-parity violating (Rp/ ) MSSM,
one neutrino can acquire a tree level mass through a see-saw effect from the mass matrix of the
neutrinos and neutralinos [6]. In order that the rest of the neutrinos become massive, loop diagrams
that violate lepton number (by two units) must also be considered [7, 8]. For the model to generate
neutrino masses that fit experimental constraints we must require that: ∆m2sun <∼ 10−4 eV2, ∆m2atm ∈
[10−3, 10−2] eV2. For solar neutrino data there are several different possibilities for the relevant mixing
angle (large or small mixing angle solutions) while for atmospheric neutrinos the mixing angle must
be in the range sin2 2θatm ∈ [0.85, 1].
In the MSSM, the down-type Higgs and the lepton doublet superfields have the same gauge
quantum numbers, which means that they can mix if lepton number is not conserved. Thus, we
can construct a vector LJ = (Hd, Li) with J : 4..1. With this notation, the superpotential for the
supersymmetric SM with Rp violation can be written as
W = µJHuLJ +
λJKℓ
2
LJLKE
c
ℓ + λ
′JpqLJQpD
c
q + h
pq
t HuQpU
c
q . (1)
1Baryon number is also in general not conserved, however we will impose baryon number conservation by hand to
avoid proton decay constraints, see e.g., [9]
We contract SU(2) doublets with εαβ: ε11 = ε22 = 0, ε12 = −ε21 = −1. The Rp violating and
conserving coupling constants have been assembled into vectors and matrices in LJ space: we call
the usual µ parameter µ4, and identify h
jk
e = λ
4jk,2 and hpqd = λ
′4pq. We call the usual Rp/ mass
ǫi = µi. Lower case roman indices i, j, k and p, q are lepton and quark generation indices. We
frequently suppress the capitalised indices, writing ~µ = (µ4, µ3, µ2, µ1). We also include possible Rp
violating couplings among the soft SUSY breaking parameters, which can be written as
Vsoft =
m˜2u
2
H†uHu +
1
2
LJ†[m˜2L]JKL
K +BJHuLJ
+ AupsHuQpU
c
s + A
JpsLJQpD
c
s +
AJKl
2
LJLKE
c
l + h.c. . (2)
Note that we have absorbed the superpotential parameters into the A and B terms; e.g. we write
B4HuHd not B
4µ4HuHd. We abusively use capitals for superfields (as in eq. (1)) and for their scalar
components.
In this notation where the Higgs joins the leptons as the fourth direction in {LI} space, the
relative magnitude of Rp violating and conserving coupling constants vary with the choice of the
Higgs direction. Rp violation can be understood geometrically: if all interactions in the Lagrangian
agree which direction is the Higgs (e.g. Hˆ = Lˆ4), then Rp is a good symmetry. But if there is
misalignment in {LI} space between different couplings constants (for instance λ′ipq 6= 0 in the basis
where µ1 = µ2 = µ3 = 0) then Rp is not conserved. This Rp/ can be parametrised by basis independent
combinations of coupling constants [6, 10, 11, 13]. These invariant measures of Rp violation in the
Lagrangian are analogous to Jarlskog invariants which parametrise CP violation.
Early work on Rp/ neutrino masses [7] used models where the bilinear Rp/ could be rotated
out of the mass terms (Bi, µi, m˜
2
4i, refered to as “bilinears”) into the trilinear interactions. Most
subsequent analytic estimates have followed the calculation of [7] and neglected the Rp/ bilinear
masses in the loop contributions to the neutrino masses. This does not generate the complete set
of one loop diagrams contributing to [mν ]ij , so it is formally inconsistent. It would be acceptable if
neglecting the bilinear contributions corresponded to neglecting loops suppressed by some additional
small parameter. However, the size of the bilinears is basis dependent, so what is neglected depends
on the basis choice, and this basis dependence of neutrino masses has caused some confusion in the
literature.
In a previous paper [12], we systematically analysed ∆L = 2 loop contributions to neutrino masses
in the mass insertion approximation [14]. This led us to identify new diagrams which have not been
included in many analytic estimates in the literature. We calculated the neutral loop diagram exactly
(Grossman-Haber diagram), and gave basis-independent estimates for all diagrams using a common
SUSY scale for all R-parity conserving mass parameters. The mass insertion approximation is valid
as we know experimentally that neutrino masses are small. It is a particularly transparent way to
include the bilinears, because the Rp/ Feynman rules can be read off the Lagrangian, and all the Rp/
appears perturbatively in the numerator (“upstairs”) of each contribution. The relative contributions
of different diagrams are easy to see. The main point of our previous paper was that the issue of the
basis choice for calculating neutrino masses is transparent if we keep all contributions.
The bilinear Rp/ contribution to loops, as well as at tree level, has been included in [15, 16, 17],
where neutrino masses are obtained, after the exact diagonalization of the mass matrices of all
particles which propagate in the ∆L = 2 loops. The bilinears mix Standard Model and SUSY
particles, generating mass matrices of large dimension, so these results are partially numerical. They
propagate tree-level mass eigenstates in their loop diagrams. The discussion in ref. [17] includes
gauge loops. Reference [16] have approximate diagonalisation formulae, calculated in the seesaw
approximation, which is equivalent to the mass insertion approximation used here; they have few
2 We have changed convention with respect to factors of 2 in λ from our previous paper: we now put λ/2 in the
superpotential, with λ4ij = hije .
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diagrams and long mixing angle formulae, whereas we have more diagrams and only MSSM mixing
angles.
The purpose of this paper is to provide basis-independent neutrino mass matrix elements, they
are given in Appendices A and B. We present complete analytic expressions for all of the diagrams,
and clarify how the neutrino mass matrix elements can be “basis-independent”. We discuss in
detail when the different contributions to the neutrino mass matrix are relevant, identifying for both
bilinear and trilinear contributions when they must be included or can be neglected. We discuss
phenomenological issues for a toy model where the Rp violation comes from the soft SUSY breaking
sector of the potential. We will discuss phenomenology in more detail in a subsequent publication
[24]. In the literature, most analyses using neutrino data have taken into account only the effects of
RP violation from trilinears and the µ bilinear [18].
In section 2, we discuss what we mean by “basis independent” neutrino mass matrix elements,
what we calculate, and how basis dependent it is. In section 3, we discuss when the bilinears
are important in the loop contributions to neutrino masses. This is a detailed discussion, with
generation indices, of results presented in [12]. In section 4, we study the phenomenology of some
simple bilinear models. We conclude in section 5. Exact one-loop neutrino mass matrix elements are
presented in Appendix A in the 〈ν˜i〉 = 0 basis. In Appendix B, the neutrino mass matrix elements
are given in terms of MSSM parameters and basis-independent combinations of coupling constants
that parametrise Rp/ . Additional Feynman rules for including Rp/ in the mass insertion approximation
can be found in Appendix D. Numerical bounds on R-parity violating parameters obtained from the
different diagrams are given in Appendix E.
2 Issues of basis
There is no unique interaction eigenstate basis for the Y = −1 fields (the components of the Li
and Hd superfields) in the Rp/ MSSM. This means that the Lagrangian parameters depend on an
arbitrary choice of basis, or equivalently that Lagrangians which differ by a rotation in {LI} space
make equivalent physical predictions. Observables cannot depend on the choice of basis in the
Lagrangian L, so they must be scalar functions of the vector and tensor parameters in {LI} space.
It is common in SUSY to study the dependence of physical observables on Lagrangian inputs. The
basis-dependence of the Lagrangian makes this problematic in Rp/ models because a point in physical
parameter space corresponds to different numerical inputs in different bases. So comparing results
calculated in different bases is difficult.
The Rp/ in the Lagrangian can be parametrised in a basis independent way by combining coupling
constants, masses and vacuum expectation values (vectors and matrices in {LI} space) into scalar
“invariants”, which are zero when Rp is conserved. Physical observables can be expressed in terms
of these invariants and other Rp conserving quantities. For a discussion of constructing invariants,
see e.g. [10, 12, 13, 19].
Neutrino masses and mixing angles are measurable quantities, so must be (Lagrangian) basis-
independent. The neutrino mass matrix [mν ]ij, i, j : 1..3, is basis dependent, depending on the
choice of Higgs direction in {LI} space, and on the choice of lepton flavour directions Lˆi and Lˆj .
A physically motivated basis choice for the Lˆi is the charged lepton mass eigenstate basis (≡ the
neutrino flavour basis), because the neutrino masses and mixing angles can be computed from [mν ]ij
in this basis, so it contains all the measurable information. We can express the charged lepton mass
eigenstate vectors in a basis-independent way, using the mass insertion approximation, so we present
Lagrangian basis independent expressions for the elements of [mν ]ij in the flavour basis. So we have
“basis-independent” expressions for matrix elements which are intrinsically basis-dependent—this is
sensible because we want expressions which are independent of the arbitrary Lagrangian basis choice;
the flavour basis is “physical”.
3
δiµ ≡ ~µ·λ
i·~v
|~µ|√2mie
µi
|µ|
δiB ≡ ~B·λ
i·~v
| ~B|√2mie
Bi
|B|
δipqλ′ ≡ ~λ
′pq·λi·~v√
2mie
λ
′ipq
δijkλ ≡ ~v·λ
iλkλj ·~v
2miem
j
e
λijk
Table 1: The basis-independent invariants used to parametrise the Rp/ relevant for neutrino masses,
together with their value in the 〈ν˜i〉 = 0 basis. They are zero if Rp is conserved. δµ and δB parametrise
bilinear Rp/ . Note that these invariants have signs: for arbitrary vectors ~a and ~b, ~a ·λi ·~b = −~b ·λi ·~a.
The basis we work in is
Hˆd =
~v
v
Lˆi =
λi · ~v
|λi · ~v| , (3)
where ~v is the vector of vacuum expectation values in the down-type Higgs sector and we impose
the requirement that ~v · λi · λj · ~v ∝ δij. The lower case index labelling the matrix λk is the
singlet lepton index: [λk]IJ = λ
IJk. So there are three flavour eigenstates Lˆi in {LI} space: LˆiJ =
λJKivK/
√
vPλNPiλNMivM (no sum on i)
3. This corresponds to the charged lepton mass eigenstate
basis in the absence of Rp/ . In this Rp conserving case λ
4ij = hije and λ
kij = 0, where k, i, j : 1..3. So
λIJkvI =
√
2mjke (I = 4, J = j : 1..3), ~v ·λi ·λj ·~v ∝ δij is the condition that the {ecR} are in the mass
eigenstate basis, and λi · ~v are the charged doublet eigenvectors. In the presence of bilinear Rp/ , the
basis (3) will not be exactly the charged lepton mass eigenstate basis. However, bilinear Rp/ masses
are required to be small by neutrino masses, so the basis (3) is close to the charged lepton mass
eigenstate basis. We include the correction due to the bilinears in the mass insertion approximation.
Neutrino masses are proportional to Rp/ couplings, and observed to be small. We can therefore
compute neutrino masses by perturbing in Rp/ masses and trilinear couplings. We include the
bilinear Rp/ masses in the mass insertion approximation, which means all Rp/ couplings appear in the
numerator (“upstairs”) of the expression corresponding to a diagram. We propagate MSSM mass
eigenstates, whose masses we make “basis-independent” by substituting B4 → ~B ·~v/|~v|, µ4 → ~µ·~v/|~v|,
and m˜244 → ~v · m˜2 · ~v/|~v|2. The physically relevant flavour basis is written in terms of vevs and
coupling constants (see equation 3), so neutrino mass matrix elements in this basis are proportional
to invariants. We list the four invariants relevant for neutrino masses in table 2, along with their
value in the basis where the sneutrinos have no vev.
A significant advantage of the basis-independent formalism is that the neutrino masses can be
computed in any Lagrangian basis, including those where the mass insertion approximation is not
valid. This could be easier than rotating to the 〈ν˜i〉 = 0 basis, because the vev is a derived quantity,
calculated by minimising the potential. For instance, consider a model where all the Rp/ is in ~B and
3The capitalised index ordering on λNPi is because ~a · λ ·~b = −~b · λ ·~a is an antisymmetric product. The transpose
of Lˆi is −~v · λi/|~v · λi|.
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~v—that is, there is a basis where all the Rp/ couplings other than Bi and 〈ν˜i〉 are zero. Clearly it is
easier to evaluate invariants in this basis than to rotate to 〈ν˜i〉 = 0. The basis independent formalism
also makes it simple to compare results computed in different bases.
The tree level neutrino mass is non-zero if δµ 6= 0 [6]. The diagram appears in figure 1 in the
mass insertion approximation. In the basis (3), it contributes a mass matrix
[mν ]
tree
ij = −(~µ · Lˆi)
∑
α
Z∗α3Z
∗
α3
mχα
(~µ · Lˆj), (4)
which gives a mass mtree3 =
∑
i,α(δ
i
µ)
2Z∗2α3|µ|2/mχα to the neutrino
νˆtree3 =
δiµ
δµ
Lˆi, (5)
where δµ =
√∑
i(δ
i
µ)
2, and the neutralino index α runs from 1 to 4. The index “3” on Z corresponds
to the interaction eigenstate h˜u—see Appendix C for our conventions on Z. Equation (4) is equivalent
to the usual formula mtreeν = det[M
(5)]/det[M (4)], where M (5) (M (4)) is the Rp/ 5× 5 neutralino and
neutrino mass matrix (MSSM neutralino mass matrix), as can be seen by writing M (5) and M (4) in
the MSSM mass eigenstate basis with 〈ν˜i〉 = 0.
νi νj
χα
mχα
Xx x
µi µj
Figure 1: Tree-level neutrino mass in the mass insertion approximation
Loop corrections to the neutrino mass matrix can be divided into three categories. First, there
are gauge and top Yukawa coupling loops which renormalise the mass of νtree3 — we neglect these
because their effect is small [15]. Secondly, there are loop corrections to δiµ (equivalently, µi and/or
〈ν˜i〉) which can modify the direction of νˆ3— these we partially compute and list in the Appendices.
They are renormalisation scale dependent, because they are loop corrections to the tree mass. We
are not interested in loop corrections to the tree mass, so we rotate these away. This is discussed
in more detail in Appendix A. Finally, there are finite loops which give mass to any neutrino. The
third group are the most interesting loops, because they generate mass for the two neutrinos who
are massless at tree level. Schematic representations of the one-loop neutrino mass diagrams that
we consider are reproduced in figure 2. This is a slightly modified version of a figure from ref. [12].
Each of the four diagrams represents a number of Feynman diagrams. This should be an almost4
complete set of one loop, ∆L = 2 diagrams which generate mass matrix elements for the neutrinos
that are massless at tree level. The possible places on the diagram for the two required lepton number
violating interactions are labelled I..V III. With the definition Hˆ ∝ ~v, lepton number violation is
not possible at the charged lepton mass insertion in diagrams a) and d). (A sneutrino vev could
provide lepton number violation at this point in a basis where 〈ν˜i〉 6= 0.)
In Appendix B, we list the loop diagrams, giving exact formulae in the 〈ν˜i〉 = 0 basis for each
diagram’s contribution to [mν ]ij. The basis-independent version of these formulae is in Appendix
C. In table 2, we summarize the diagrams and make basis independent estimates by setting all the
heavy masses to a unique scale mSUSY . The lists starts with the canonical trilinear diagrams, then
the Grossman-Haber loop induced by the soft bilinears, and finally all the additional diagrams which
4 We discuss in Appendix C why we neglect certain finite diagrams of the third type.
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No. diagram position of Rp/ 16π
2mSUSY [mv]
ij
1 a II V II δinkλ δ
jkn
λ menmek
2 b II V II 3δiqqλ′ δ
jqq
λ′ (mdq)
2
3 c IV V I g2δiBδ
j
BmχmSUSY /4
4 b I V II + II V III 3(δiµδ
jqq
λ′ + δ
j
µδ
iqq
λ′ )(mdq)
2hqd
5 a II V I δijkλ mekδ
k
B(mejh
j
e −meihie)
6 a I V II + II V III (δiµδ
jkk
λ + δ
j
µδ
ikk
λ )(mek)
2hke
7 a I V δiµδ
j
µ((mejh
j
e)
2 + (meih
i
e)
2)
8 a II V δijkλ δ
k
µmek(h
i
emei − hjemej )
9 a III V δiµδ
j
µmejmeih
i
eh
j
e
10 a III V III δiµδ
j
µ((meih
i
e)
2 + (mejh
j
e)
2)
11 a I V I δiµδ
j
B(mejh
j
e)
2 + δjµδ
i
B(meih
i
e)
2
12 a III V II δjinλ δ
n
µmen(mejh
j
e −meihie)
13 a III V I (δiBδ
j
µh
j
eh
i
emeimej + δ
j
Bδ
i
µh
i
eh
j
emejmei)
14 d III IV g(δiBδ
j
µ(mej )
2 + δjBδ
i
µ(mei)
2)
15 d III V III gδiµδ
j
µ((mei)
2 + (mej )
2)
16 d I III gδiµδ
j
µ((mei)
2 + (mej )
2)
17 d I V II gmekmSUSY (δ
i
µδ
jkk
λ + δ
j
µδ
ikk
λ )
3gmdkmSUSY (δ
i
µδ
jkk
λ′ + δ
j
µδ
ikk
λ′ )
18 d III V II zero for degenerate sleptons
19 c I V I + IV V III g2m2SUSY (δ
i
Bδ
j
µ + δ
i
µδ
j
B)/4
20 d I V gδiµδ
j
µ((mei)
2 + (mej )
2)
21 d I IV g(δiµδ
j
B(mej )
2 + δjµδ
i
B(mei)
2)
Table 2: Estimated contributions to [mν ]
ij from all the diagrams. In the second two columns is the
label of the diagram of figure 2, and the position on the diagram of the two ∆L = 1 interactions.
Column four is the “basis independent” estimated contribution to the neutrino mass matrix in the
flavour basis. All indices other than i and j are summed.
arise when the bilinear δiµ are included in the loops. For each diagram, labelled by a → d for the
diagram category of figure 2, and by roman numeral identifying where the Rp/ should appear on the
figure, we give an estimate of the diagram in terms of the invariants listed in table 1. We have added
a few relevant diagrams missing from the original list. In Appendix B, we make an exhaustive list
of all potential diagrams, explain why some are zero, and give basis-independent expressions.
To evaluate diagram b) with Rp/ at points II and V II (this is the usual coloured trilinear diagram),
we identify the external neutrino legs as Lˆi and Lˆj. At vertices II and V II sit couplings ~λ
′sp and
~λ
′rs. (The bold face indices correspond to the squark mass eigenstate basis—see Appendix D.) The
diagram is therefore
[mν ]kj = −3
∑
s,p,r
(iLˆk · ~λ′sp)(i~λ′rs · Lˆj)(i|A˜prd |)(−|mds |)
×
∫
d4k
(2π)4
i
k2 −m2
D˜cp
i
k2 −m2
Q˜r
i
k2 −m2ds
+ (k ↔ j)
= − 3
16π2
∑
s,p,r
λ
′kspλ
′jrsλ
′Mss vM√
2
[
(λA)
′Rrp vR√
2
+
vu√
2
µRλ
′Rrp
]
I(mQ˜r , mD˜cp, mds) + (k ↔ j)
6
= − 3
16π2
∑
s,p,r
δkspλ′ δ
jrs
λ′ I(mQ˜r, mD˜cp , mds)|A˜
pr
d ||mds |+ (k ↔ j) (6)
∼ −3δ
ksp
λ′ δ
jps
λ′
8π2
|mdsmdp |
mSUSY
, (7)
(8)
where A˜pr = −[(Aλ′)RprvR + vuµRλ′Rpr], and we work in the down quark mass eigenstate basis:
~λ′st · ~v is diagonal. The integrals I are listed in Appendix B. The last line corresponds to the last
column of table 2. Note that we do not divide by 2 when we symmetrise on i and j, because the
diagram with i↔ j is different. This agrees with [16, 17] 5 and disagrees with [8]. It is clear in the
mass insertion approximation that one should not divide by 2, because in one case νi couples to D˜
c
and in the other case to Q˜. In the mass eigenstate formalism, one can see that these are distinct
diagrams not included in the sum over p, r, s by considering the case where only λ
′132 and λ
′223 are
non-zero.
In our previous paper, we were unclear about whether the charged goldstone boson of SU(2)
could mix with the {Ec}. This was due to various sign discrepancies in the literature. As expected,
the goldstone is pure SU(2)—so there is no loop diagram propagating a W µ that is proportional to
a gauge times a Yukawa coupling.
3 When are the bilinears important in loops?
Bilinear contributions to loops have traditionally been neglected, which intuitively seems reasonable
if they are “small” in a “sensible” basis close to the MSSM. However, this apparently reasonable
oversight is confusing, because the size of what is neglected depends on the basis choice. In this
section, we provide basis-independent conditions for when the bilinears can be neglected in the
loops— assuming the mass matrix elements are then calculated in a sensible basis where the bilinears
are small. These are not hard and fast rules, but estimates of when the extra bilinear diagrams should
be included.
A slightly different approach would be to consider the relative size of all the diagrams, and
catalogue all the permutations of which diagrams should be included and which neglected. For
instance, it is possible that the trilinears are negligeable with respect to the bilinear diagrams, or
that the λ trilinear contributes only a small correction to the λ′ trilinear, and can be ignored. Here
we assume that the trilinear contributions are always calculated, because they take little effort. Then
we ask whether δB should also be included—this is a few more diagrams. Finally we consider adding
the δµ contributions, which is many more diagrams. We do not specifically discuss the case where δµ
should be included but the δB contributions are insignificant, because the δB diagrams are relatively
little work compared to the many δµ diagrams.
In our previous paper, we outlined three cases:
• A: all the bilinear contributions to loop diagrams are negligeable. In this case the loop contri-
butions to the neutrino mass matrix are the usual trilinear diagrams of figures 2a and 2b.
• B: δµ is negligeably small, but δB should be included. In addition to the diagrams of case A,
one should consider the neutral Grossman-Haber loop of figure 2c, and possibly the δB mass
insertion to figure 2a.
• C: Include all bilinear Rp/ contributions. There are additional contributions to diagrams 2a,
2b, and 2c, and a new diagram 2d.
5We thank E.J. Chun for a discussion of this point.
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We determine basis-independent criteria for when the bilinears can be neglected in the loops by
comparing our estimates of the size of each diagram from the last column of table 2. A diagram
should be included if its contribution is of order the trilinear loops—however, we want to avoid
comparing bilinear loop corrections of the tree mass (which are irrelevant), with the trilinear loops
contributing masses to neutrinos which are massless at tree level. So we distinguish two cases :
mtree <∼ mloop, and mtree ≫ mloop.
If mtree <∼ mloop, we simply compare bilinear to trilinear loop mass matrix elements. Since δiµ is
not large enough to produce mtree >∼ mloopij , it is negligeable in the loops, so we are in cases A or B.
If mtree ≫ mloop, we consider only the loop mass matrix for the neutrinos that are massless at
tree level. We compare the bilinear and trilinear contributions to this sub-matrix. Cases A, B, or C
can arise if mtree3 ≫ mloop.
3.1 case B—including the soft bilinear Bi
We first consider when δB should be included in the loops. The Grossman-Haber loop is of order
6
mijν ∼ g2δiBδjBmχ/(64π2), which is potentially large because it is proportional to gauge rather than
Yukawa couplings. Recall that the canonical trilinear diagrams are of ordermijν ∼ δi33λ′ δj33λ′ m2b/(8π2mSUSY ).
If the tree mass is small, mtree <∼ mloop, then the Grossman-Haber loop should be included if it is
of order the trilinear loop. This will occur if
g
2
δjB >∼ δjqpλ′
√
hqdh
p
d, δ
jkl
λ
√
hkeh
l
e, (9)
or the condition to neglect δB can be roughly estimated as
δjB ≪ δj33λ′ hb, δj33λ hτ (mtree <∼ mloop), (10)
Alternatively, if mtree ≫ mloop, we are only interested in the loop contributions to the mass of
neutrinos ν2 and ν1 who are massless at tree level: if ~B is aligned with ~µ, then the GH loop is
a correction to the tree-level mass, and can be neglected along with other such loops. ~B can be
decomposed in components parallel and perpendicular to µ:
~B = ~B⊥ + ~B‖, (11)
with ~B‖ = ( ~B · ~µ)~µ/|~µ|2. The part of the Grossman-Haber loop proportional to δiB‖δ
j
B‖
is a loop
correction to the tree mass mtree. The δiB‖δ
j
B⊥
terms mix νtree with ν2 and ν1, and the mass matrix
from the GH loop for ν1 and ν2 is
[mν ]ij ∝
δiB⊥δ
j
B⊥
64π2
mχ. (12)
This will be comparable or greater than the trilinear loops when
g
2
δiB⊥ =
g
2
(δiB −
~B · ~µ
| ~B||~µ|δ
i
µ) >∼ δjqpλ′
⊥
√
hqdh
p
d, δ
jkl
λ
√
hkeh
l
e. (13)
We define δjqpλ′
⊥
= δjqpλ′ − δjµ(~λ′
qp · ~µ)/|~µ|. This translates roughly into the condition that δB can be
neglected in the loops if
δiB⊥ ≪ δi33λ′⊥hb, δ
i33
λ hτ (m
tree
ν ≫ mloopν ). (14)
6We are neglecting flavour violation among the sneutrinos, which could induce a significant loop mass even if
~B ≃ b~µ [23].
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3.2 case C—including µi
The tree-level neutrino mass is ∼ ∑i(δiµ)2mχ, so if δiµ is relevant in the loops, then mloop ≪ mtree.
The additional diagrams proportional to δiµ should be included if they induce a loop mass for ν2 and
ν1 greater than or of order the trilinear or GH loops.
We first consider the various δiµ contributions to diagrams a and d of figure 2 which are of order
∼ [δiµ(hie)2][δjµ(hje)2]mSUSY . Generically the vector (δτµhτhτ , δµµhµhµ, δeµhehe) will not be aligned with
(δτµ, δ
µ
µ, δ
e
µ), so the δµ bilinear contributions should be included if
δiµ(h
i
e)
2 >∼ δjklλ
√
hkeh
l
e, δ
jpq
λ′
⊥
√
hpdh
q
d, i, j, k, l, p, q not summed. (15)
A rough guide to when these δµ corrections can be neglected is therefore
δjµh
τ << δiττλ , δ
i33
λ′
⊥
(
hb
hτ
)
. (16)
There are also bilinear loop contributions of the form
[mloop]ij ∼ [δiµ(hie)2][δjµ]mSUSY (i, j ∈ {τ, µ, e}). (17)
These initially appear more significant, because they are only suppressed by two, rather than four,
trilinears or yukawas. However, mloopν ≪ mtreeν and νˆtree ∝ (δτµ, δµµ, δeµ), so contributions of the form of
equation (17) mix νˆtree with ν2 and ν1. These latter two neutrinos, which are massless at tree level,
therefore acquire a seesaw mass of order
[mloop]ij ∼
∑
k
δiµ(h
i
e)
2mSUSY
(δkµ)
2
|δµ|2mSUSY (h
j
e)
2δjµmSUSY
∼ [δiµ(hie)2][(hje)2δjµ]mSUSY (i, j ∈ {3, 2, 1}). (18)
This is the mass matrix structure we considered before equation (15), and will make a significant
contribution if equation (15) is satisfied. So equation (15) is the condition for when δµ bilinears
should be included in loops, or equivalently, equation (16) is a rough estimate of when the δµ loops
can be neglected.
4 Phenomenology
In this section we briefly consider the constraints that can be set on Rp/ couplings from solar and
atmospheric neutrino data. We follow the approach of [20, 21], who set bounds on Rp/ models
corresponding to case A—models where the bilinears are negligeable in loops and neutrino loop
masses are due to trilinear couplings. We discuss here a toy model where the Rp/ is in the bilinears,
and the δB loops make a significant contribution to [mν ]ij (case B of the previous section). We leave
case C—where δµ should be included in the loops—for a subsequent analysis [24]. We would like to
establish bounds on the different set of basis independent combinations of coupling constants that
contribute to the neutrino mass matrix. These bounds are more indicative of orders of magnitude
than steadfast constraints. In order to proceed we make the following assumptions. First, we use the
results of reference [20], which constrain a general 3× 3 symmetric mass matrix from neutrino data
considering: atmospheric and solar neutrino experiments, CHOOZ experiment and the constraint
from neutrinoless double beta decay. The overall conclusion of this analysis is that the mass matrix
elements should be constrained to be on the order of | [mν ]ij | <∼ 0.1eV. Here we present our bounds
allowing each individual matrix element to take on the maximum value of 0.1 eV. This simple
approach can be extended to obtain bounds when we include combinations of contributions to the
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neutrino mass matrix from δiµ, δ
i
B, δ
ijk
λ , for any given model which contains these R-parity violating
terms originally in the Lagrangian.
Secondly, we assume that each of the contributions from the diagrams that we have found is
separately the unique contribution at a given time7. In this way we are trying to obtain the weakest
constraint on the basis-independent combination of coupling constants. That is we allow each sepa-
rate contribution to take on its maximum value. We can then choose from all of the bounds which
is the strongest constraint on a given combinations of coupling constants. We also assume, unless
otherwise indicated, that all supersymmetric mass scales are the same of order msusy. The next
approximation we make is that when we sum over neutralinos or charginos there is no suppression
arising from the mixing angles. We also assume that the magnitude of all R-parity violating couplings
constants to be generation blind separately. That is, all Bi to be of the same order of magnitude,
and similarly for µi, λijk, λ
′
ijk, but we do not suppose beforehand that R-parity violating coupling
constants arising from different terms in the Lagrangian are also of the same order of magnitude.
The numerical results for all diagrams are summarized in appendix E.
As we can see from the tables in appendix E the strongest bounds for the combination of basis-
independent coupling constants δiBδ
j
B arises from the Grossman-Haber diagram:
δiBδ
j
B < 3× 10−10 . (19)
For δiBδ
j
µ the best bound comes from diagram 19, which is the neutral Grossman-Haber loop with
R-parity violation at points I and VI:
δiBδ
j
µ < 7× 10−10 . (20)
(We use tan β = 2 and a generic msusy ∼ 100 GeV for both these bounds.) The strongest constraint
on δiµδ
j
µ is from the tree-level mass:
δiµδ
j
µ < 10
−12 . (21)
For comparison, we list the bounds which can be derived from the remaining diagrams in Appendix
??.
4.1 Toy Model
Suppose we only allow the presence of the basis-independent combinations of coupling constants δiµ
and δiB. A non-zero value of δ
i
µ can arise either from having µi 6= 0 or < ν˜i > 6= 0, so this model
could arise if all the Rp/ originates in the soft SUSY breaking terms Bi, which induces a misalignment
between the vev and superpotential couplings. (This would induce δλ′ ∼ hbδµ and δλ ∼ hτδµ, which
we neglect because we assume our model to be in case B, where contributions of this size can be
neglected.) This differs slightly from the usual bilinear model, discussed in detail in [15, 16, 17],
where the Rp/ originates in the GUT-scale misalignment between ~µ and the trilinears, so that ~B
becomes misaligned with respect to ~µ while running down to the weak scale. From the results of
appendix E, we see that the relevant contributions to the neutrino mass matrix will arise from the
tree level contribution plus diagrams 3 and 19. The upper bound δiµ <∼ 10−6 from the tree level mass
contribution ensures that (for low tanβ) the remaining diagrams, which in principle contribute to
the neutrino mass matrix through mass insertions of δiµ in the loops, are negligeable.
With these three contributions we can obtain neutrino masses in the phenomenologically interest-
ing region which can simultaneously satisfy atmospheric and solar neutrino data constraints. There
are several ways to see this. The full mass matrix using our simple approximations is given by,
mijν = msusyδ
i
µδ
j
µ + a1msusyδ
i
Bδ
j
B + a1msusy(δ
i
Bδ
j
µ + δ
j
Bδ
i
µ), (22)
7This may be incorrect in a poorly chosen basis, where different diagrams cancel each other [24].
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where a1 ≃ g264π2 . Certain subcases of this mass matrix can generate neutrino mass textures, which
have been analyzed in the literature, that can produce neutrino masses and mixing angles in accor-
dance with present neutrino data. As a simple example, we see that if we set δ3B = 0, and neglect
the δµδB term in equation (22), then the structure of the neutrino mass matrix corresponds to the
one analysed in case 1 of ref. [21]. In this case the neutrino mass matrix at one-loop consists simply
of the tree-level term plus a correction to the 1-2 submatrix. The subcase analyzed in ref. [21] had
this same structure but the loop correction was due to the trilinear diagram.
It is well known that the tree level contribution can give mass to only one of the neutrinos.
Together with the loop contributions one of the neutrinos will have a mass
mν3 = msusy
∑
i
|δiµ +
√
a1δ
i
B‖
|2, (23)
where we have used the decomposition ~B = ~B⊥ + ~B‖ of equation (11).
The sub-mass-matrix for the remaining two neutrinos ν1 and ν2 is given by
mijν = a1msusyδ
i
B⊥
δjB⊥ . (24)
Terms of the form δiB⊥δ
i
µ mix the heavier ν
3 and the lighter (ν1, ν2). It can be seen from equation
(18) that the seesaw mass generated from this mixing is suppressed, given our choice of SUSY
parameters, compared to the direct loop contribution given in eq. (24). So in this case, this model
corresponds to case 1 of [21]. This simple example 8 shows that a hierarchical neutrino mass spectrum,
which satisfies atmospheric and solar neutrino data constraints, can easily be obtained by taking
|δµ+
√
a1δB‖| ∼ few×10−6 and δiB⊥ ∼ few×10−6−10−5. This gives us a massless neutrino and two
massive neutrinos such that ∆matm ∼ m2ν3 and ∆msolar ∼ m2ν2 . It is also possible to obtain other
types of spectra for different input values.
5 Conclusions
There are many diagrams which can contribute to the neutrino mass matrix in the framework of the
MSSM without R-parity. In general, in the literature only a few of these have been considered. In the
present paper we have obtained the full analytic expression for the different diagrams contributing to
the neutrino mass matrix from R-parity violating bilinear and trilinear coupling constants. We have
expressed each contribution both in the 〈ν˜i〉 = 0 basis and in terms basis-independent combinations
of couplings. We have also shown when the separate diagrams should be included/are relevant in
the context of a given consistent framework. We have presented bounds on combinations of the
basis-independent couplings constants from neutrino experimental data, and shown that a simple
toy model of bilinear R-parity violation can successfully accomodate the necessary mass squared
differences to account for the neutrino oscillations.
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Appendices
In these Appendices, we present the one loop contributions to the neutrino mass matrix, excluding
the one-loop corrections to the tree level mass, because we are interested in the one-loop masses for
8 We leave a more detailed numerical analysis for future work.
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the neutrinos that are massless at tree level. We identify these loops in Appendix A. In Appendix
B, we list diagrams in the order of the table 2. We give the amplitude for each non-zero diagram in
the 〈ν˜i〉 = 0 basis. In Appendix C, we systematically list all diagrams, ordering them by the roman
numerals that identify in figure 2 where are the two units of Rp/ . The amplitudes in Appendix B
are “basis-independent”, that is they are expressed in terms of invariants and MSSM parameters.
Notice that the neutrino mass matrix elements are minus the amplitude for the diagram, [mν ]ij =
−Mij(p2 = 0), so our formulae are for −[mν ]ij . We present the Rp/ Feynman rules in Appendix D.
Appendix E contains our numerical results for bounds placed on combinations of basis-independent
couplings constants from neutrino data.
A renormalisation—which are the finite loops
We wish to neglect loop corrections to the tree level mass, because we do not need such accuracy and
because we prefer to avoid the issue of renormalisation. We therefore neglect all diagrams involving
gauge bosons and those with Rp/ at I and VIII. We initially expected the remaining loops to be finite,
because they could contribute mass to the neutrinos who are massless at tree level. However, diagram
17 (figure 2d with Rp/ at I and VII) is renormalisation scale (Q
2) dependent. In this Appendix, we
show that the offending Q2 dependent diagram is a loop correction to the tree mass.
The tree mass matrix can be written
[mν ]ij = m
tree
3 (eˆ
tree
3 )i(eˆ
tree
3 )j (25)
where eˆtree3 is the eigenvector associated with m
tree
3 . At one loop, both the mass and eigenvector are
modified:
[mν ]ij = (m
tree
3 +∆m3)(eˆ
tree
3 +∆eˆ3)i(eˆ
tree
3 +∆eˆ3)j (26)
We do not want to include loops contributing to ∆m3 or ∆eˆ3. We do not calculate gauge loops and
diagrams with Rp/ at I and VIII, which contribute to ∆m3. However, there are also loop corrections
which change the direction of eˆ3, that is loop corrections to the angles in the rotation matrix which
diagonalises the 7× 7 neutral fermion mass matrix. These loops are included in our calculation, and
we want to identify them and throw them out.
We work in the mass insertion approximation, in the flavour basis where (Lˆℓ)
J ∝ λJKℓvK . This
is the basis where the charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal in the MSSM. Some care is required
in determining the {vI}. For one-loop neutrino masses, it is sufficient to use the vevs {vI} that
minimise the tree level potential. To identify the one-loop corrections to the tree mass, we must use
some one-loop choice for the {vI}. There are various possibilities, for instance we could use the vevs
which minimise the one-loop effective potential, or we could use the tree + one-loop masses that mix
neutrinos and h˜od with gauginos. We opt for the latter, because in such a basis it is easy to separate
the loop corrections to m3eˆ
T
3 eˆ3 from the loop masses m2 and m1. So we choose a basis where there
are no tree or one-loop mass terms mixing w˜o with νi. This means that there will be small tree-level
sneutrino vevs which cancel the one-loop w˜oνi mass. These vevs are formally of one loop order, so are
irrelevant inside the loops, because their contribution would be of two loop order. The contribution
of these sneutrino vevs to the numerical value of the tree level mass is also a higher order effect and
therefore negligeable. The one place these vevs must be included is in the one-loop νib˜o mass, where
the tree level sneutrino vev contribution (formally one loop order) cancels the scale dependent part
of the one-loop νib˜o mass, but leaves a finite νib˜o mixing. These can contribute to the loop masses
m2 and m1, as can loop contributions to hdνi mixing.
We know that in the flavour basis at tree level the neutrino mass is given by eqn 4. The one-loop
expression will be the same, in our present basis, provided we identify the µi of eqn 4 with the
tree+ one-loop mass terms that mix h˜ou with νi. Since we are only interested in the lowest order
contributions to neutrino masses, we only include the tree level contribution to m3. Knowing the
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one-loop corrections allows us to identify the finite loops that generate masses m2 and m1: these will
be loops without mass insertions on the external legs, and loops with one mass insertion that mixes
a neutrino with h˜d or b˜
o. The loops mixing a neutrino with h˜d or b˜
o are finite in our present basis,
as we show in Appendix B, diagram 17.
In summary, we identify the loops contributing to one-loop neutrino masses m2 and m1 to be
those without mass insertions on the external legs, and diagrams with a mass insertion on one of
the legs that mixes a neutrino with the b˜o or h˜od components of a neutralino. The remaining loop
diagrams, with a mass insertion on both external legs, or a mass insertion mixing νi with w˜
o or h˜u
are corrections to the tree mass.
B Diagrams in 〈ν˜i〉 = 0 basis
We define
A˜ml = −
(
(heA)
ml vd√
2
+ µ
vu√
2
hmle
)
, (27)
and
A˜mld = −
(
(hdA)
ml vd√
2
+ µ
vu√
2
hmld
)
. (28)
We include A˜ and A˜d in the mass insertion approximation, and seperately diagonalise the 3 × 3
slepton ( or down squark) doublet and singlet mass matrices. Bold face indices indicate these slepton
or squark mass eigenstate bases, see Appendix C for details. Lepton and down quark mass eigenstate
indices are in ordinary type.
We also define
I(m1, m2) = − 1
16π2
m21
m21 −m22
ln
m21
m22
, (29)
I(m1, m2, m3) =
∫ d4k
(2π)4
1
k2 +m21
1
k2 +m22
1
k2 +m23
=
1
m21 −m22
(
I(m1, m3)− I(m2, m3)
)
, (30)
I(m1, m2, m3, m4) =
1
m21 −m22
[
1
m21 −m23
(
I(m1, m4)
− I(m3, m4)
)
− 1
m22 −m23
(
I(m2, m4)− I(m3, m4)
)]
, (31)
I(m1, m2, m3, m4, m5) =
1
m21 −m22
[(
I(m1, m3, m4, m5)− I(m2, m3, m4, m5)
]
. (32)
• Diagram 1. Rp-violation at II and VII from λ couplings.
(II, V II) = − ∑
l,k,m
λilkλjmlmelA˜
mkI(mel , mE˜k, mL˜m) + (i↔ j) (33)
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which can be rewritten as
(II, V II) =
∑
l,k
λilkλjklmelmek(A+ µ4 tan β)I(mel, mE˜k , mL˜k) + (i↔ j) (34)
when we take A˜mk to be diagonal.
• Diagram 2. Rp-violation at II and VII from λ′ couplings.
(II, V II) = −3 ∑
l,k,m
λ′ilkλ′jmlmdlA˜
mk
d I(mdl , mD˜k , mQ˜m) + (i↔ j) (35)
which can be rewritten as
(II, V II) = 3
∑
l,k
λ′ilkλ′jklmdlmdk(A+ µ4 tan β)I(mdl, mD˜k , mQ˜k) + (i↔ j) (36)
when we take A˜mkd to be diagonal.
• Diagram 3. Rp-violation at (IV,VI) in the Grossman-Haber diagram.
(IV, V I) =
∑
α,k,m
gikBigjmBj
4 cos2 β
(Z∗α2 − Z∗α1g′/g)2mχoα
{
I(mh, mν˜k , mν˜mmχoα) cos
2(α− β)
+I(mH , mν˜k , mν˜m, mχoα) sin
2(α− β)− I(mA, mν˜k , mν˜m, mχoα)
}
(37)
• Diagram 4. Rp-violation at (I,VII) and (II,VIII) from λ′ − λ′ diagram.
(I, V II) + (II, V III) = 3
∑
α,l,k,m
µi
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχα
hkld mdkλ
′jmkA˜mld I(mdk , mD˜l , mQ˜m)
+3
∑
α,l,k,m
µj
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχα
hkld mdkλ
′imkA˜mld
I(mdk , mD˜l , mQ˜m) (38)
which simplifies to
(I, V II) + (II, V III) = −3∑
α,k
µj
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχα
hkdm
2
dk
λ′ikk(A+ µ4 tan β)
I(mdk , mD˜k , mQ˜k) + (i↔ j) (39)
when both hkld and A˜
ml
d are taken to be diagonal.
• Diagram 5 Rp-violation at II and VI from λ− λ diagram.
(II, V I) =
∑
l,m
λijlmejh
jj
e A˜
mlBm tan βI(mej , mE˜l, mL˜m , mH+) + (i↔ j) (40)
which reduces to
(II, V I) = −∑
l
λijlmejmelh
j
e(A+ µ4 tanβ)Bl tanβI(mej , mE˜l, mL˜l , mH+) + (i↔ j) (41)
when we take A˜ml diagonal.
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• Diagram 6. Rp-violation at (I,VII) and (II,VIII) from λ− λ diagram.
(I, V II) + (II, V III) =
∑
α,l,k,m
µi
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχoα
hkle mekλ
jmkA˜mlI(mek , mE˜l, mL˜m)
+
∑
α,l,k,m
µj
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχoα
hkle mekλ
imkA˜ml
I(mek , mE˜l , mL˜m) (42)
which simplifies to
(I, V II) + (II, V III) = −∑
α,k
µj
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχα
hkem
2
ek
λikk(A + µ4 tan β)
I(mek , mE˜k , mL˜k) + (i↔ j) (43)
when both hkle and A˜
ml are taken to be diagonal.
• Diagram 7. Rp-violation at I and V from λ− λ diagram.
(I, V ) =
∑
α,l,k
µi
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχoα
hjle (h
kl
e µk
vu√
2
sin2 β)hjje m
j
eI(mej , mE˜l , mH+) + (i↔ j). (44)
Taking the lepton Yukawa couplings to be diagonal this simplifies to
(I, V ) =
∑
α
µi
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχoα
(hje)
2(hjeµj
vu√
2
sin2 β)mjeI(mej , mE˜j , mH+) + (i↔ j). (45)
• Diagram 8. Rp-violation at II and V from λ− λ diagram.
(II, V ) = −∑
k,m
λijkmejh
jj
e µmh
mk
e
vu√
2
sin2 βI(mej , mE˜k, mH+) + (i↔ j). (46)
which becomes
(II, V ) = −∑
k
λijkmejh
jj
e µkh
k
e
vu√
2
sin2 βI(mej , mE˜k , mH+) + (i↔ j). (47)
for diagonal Yukawa couplings.
• Diagram 9. Rp-violation at III and V from λ− λ diagram.
(III, V ) =
∑
α,k,n
vu√
2
sin2 βµnµjmejh
jj
e h
ik
e h
nk
e V
∗
α2U
∗
α2m
+
χα
I(mej , mE˜k, mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j) (48)
which simplifies to
(III, V ) =
∑
α
vu√
2
sin2 βµiµjmejh
j
eh
i2
e V
∗
α2U
∗
α2m
+
χα
I(mej , mE˜i , mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j) (49)
for diagonal Yukawa couplings.
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• Diagram 10. Rp-violation at III and VIII from λ− λ diagram.
(III, V III) = − ∑
α,β,k,l,m
hike A˜
lkhlme memµmµjmχ+αV
∗
α2U
∗
α2 ×
Z∗β3Z
∗
β4
moχβ
I(mem , mE˜k, mL˜l , m
+
χα
) + (i↔ j) (50)
when we take diagonal Yukawa couplings this reduces to
(III, V III) =
∑
α,β,m
(A+ µ4 tan β)h
i2
e m
i2
e µiµjmχ+αV
∗
α2U
∗
α2 ×
Z∗β3Z
∗
β4
moχβ
I(mei, mE˜i , mL˜i, m
+
χα
) + (i↔ j) (51)
• Diagram 11. Rp-violation at I and VI from λ− λ diagram.
(I, V I) = − ∑
α,l,m
µi
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχoα
hjle h
jj
e mej A˜
mlBm tan βI(mej , mE˜l , mL˜m, mH−) + (i↔ j) (52)
This reduces to
(I, V I) =
∑
α
µi
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχoα
(hjje mej)
2(A+ µ4 tanβ)Bj tanβ
I(mej , mE˜j , mL˜j , mH−) + (i↔ j) (53)
with diagonal Yukawa couplings.
• Diagram 12. Rp-violation at III and VII from λ− λ diagram.
(III, V II) =
∑
α,k,l,m
hike A˜
lkλjlmmemµmV
∗
α2U
∗
α2mχ+α I(mem, mE˜k , mL˜l , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j) (54)
With diagonal Yukawa couplings this reduces to
(III, V II) = −∑
α,m
hiiemei(A+ µ4 tanβ)λjimmemµmV
∗
α2U
∗
α2mχ+α
I(mem , mE˜i, mL˜i, mχ+α ) + (i↔ j). (55)
• Diagram 13. Rp-violation at III and VI from λ− λ diagram.
(III, V I) = −∑
α,k,l
hike A˜
lkBl tan βh
jj
e mejµj
V ∗α2U
∗
α2m
+
χα
I(mej , mE˜k, mL˜l , mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j) (56)
which reduces to
(III, V I) =
∑
α
(A+ µ4 tanβ)h
i
emeih
j
emejBiµj
V ∗α2U
∗
α2mχ+α I(mej , mE˜i, mL˜i , mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j). (57)
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• Diagram 14. Rp-violation at III and IV in g − λ loop.
(III, IV ) = −∑
α,l
gil√
2
U∗α1V
∗
α2m
+
χα
µjmejh
jj
e Bl tan βI(mej , mL˜l , mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j) (58)
which reduces for gil = g to
(III, IV ) = −∑
α
g√
2
U∗α1V
∗
α2m
+
χα
µjmejh
jj
e Bi tanβI(mej , mL˜i , mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j) (59)
• Diagram 15. Rp-violation at III and VIII in g − λ loop.
(III, V III) = − ∑
αβ,k,l
gil√
2
hlke mekµkµjV
∗
α2U
∗
α1m
+
χα
Z∗β3Z
∗
β4
moχβ
I(mek , mL˜l , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j) (60)
When the charged slepton mass eigenstates are aligned with the charged lepton mass eigen-
states, this becomes
(III, V III) = −∑
αβ
g√
2
hiemeiµiµjV
∗
α2U
∗
α1m
+
χα
Z∗β3Z
∗
β4
moχβ
I(mei, mL˜i , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j) (61)
• Diagram 16 Rp-violation at I and III in g − λ loop.
There are two possible diagrams with Rp/ at I and III. Firstly the neutralino can arrive as a
h˜d at vertex II, where a w˜
− is absorbed. Secondly the neutralino can arrive as a gaugino, in
which case the h˜−d part of the chargino is absorbed.
(I, III) = −∑
α,β
g√
2
sin2 βhjje mejµiµjV
∗
α2U
∗
α1mχ+α
Z∗β3Z
∗
β4
mχo
β
I(mej , mH+ , mχ+α )
+
∑
α,β
g√
2
sin2 βhjje mejµiµjV
∗
α2U
∗
α2mχ+α
(Z∗β2 + Z
∗
β1g
′/g)Z∗β3
mχo
β
×
I(mej , mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j) (62)
• Diagram 17 Rp-violation at I and VII in g − λ loop. We also include here the g − λ′ loop of
similar form, with sleptons/leptons replaced by squarks and quarks. This diagram, with the
Rp/ at I removed, corresponds to a mass mixing w˜
oν, or b˜ν.
We want to show that in the basis where w˜oν masses are zero at one-loop, the b˜ν mass is finite.
To do this, we compute both contributions in the 〈ν˜i〉 = 0 basis. The basis we want is where
the tree level w˜oν mass (= g〈ν˜i〉/2) cancels the loop w˜oν mass— so in this basis the b˜ν mass is
−g′〈ν˜i〉/2+ loop = g
′Z∗α1
gZ∗
α2
( the w˜oν loop) + the b˜oν loop, which is finite.
w˜oν mixing gives:
(I, V II) = −∑
α,k,l
gkl√
2
mekµi
Z∗α3Z
∗
α2
mχoα
λljkB0(0, mek , mL˜l)
−3 ∑
α,k,l
gkl√
2
mdkµi
Z∗α3Z
∗
α2
mχoα
λ
′jlkB0(0, mdk , mQ˜l) + (i↔ j) (63)
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and b˜− ν mixing gives
(I, V II) = −∑
αk,l
mekµi
Z∗α3Z
∗
α1
mχoα
{
g
′kl
√
2
λljkB0(0, mek , mL˜l)− 2
g
′kl
√
2
λkjlB0(0, mek , mE˜l)
}
−∑
αk,l
mdkµi
Z∗α3Z
∗
α1
mχoα
{
g
′kl
√
2
λ
′jlkB0(0, mdk , mQ˜l)− 2
g
′kl
√
2
λ
′jklB0(0, mdk , mD˜l)
}
+ (i↔ j) (64)
Using B0(p
2 = 0, m1, m2) = I(m2, m1)− ln(m21/Q2)+1, one can see that the finite contribution
to b˜− ν mixing, which can contribute to the loop neutrino masses m2 and m1 is the sum of the
above two expressions (63,64) with B0(p
2 = 0, m1, m2)→ I(m2, m1).
(Notice that the g
′kl appearing in different terms have absorbed different rotation matrices, so
are not the same. See equation (100) for formulae with explicit diagonalisation matrices.)
We can set gkl = g, g
′kl = g′ and k = l in the above expression if the sfermion and fermion
mass eigenstate bases are the same.
• Diagram 18 Rp-violation at III and VII in g − λ loop; as noted in ref. [12], this is zero if the
sleptons are mass-degenerate.
(III, V II) =
∑
α,k,l
gil√
2
mekµkV
∗
α2U
∗
α1mχ+αλ
ljkI(mek , mL˜l , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j) (65)
which reduces for gkl = g to
(III, V II) =
∑
α,k
g√
2
mekµkV
∗
α2U
∗
α1mχ+αλ
ijkI(mek , mL˜i, mχ+α ) + (i↔ j) (66)
• Diagram 19 Rp-violation at I and VI in Grossman-Haber loop.
We neglected this diagram in our previous paper—the expression for the amplitude is lengthly.
In the interaction eigenstate basis, the incident neutrino can turn into an up-type higgsino/down-
type higgsino (gaugino), which subsequently turns into a gaugino and up/down Higgs (an up-
or down-type Higgs and higgsino) at the vertex II. In mass eigenstate basis, these possibilities
generate a number of terms:
(I, V I) + (IV, V III) =
∑
α,β,l
ggjl
4 cos β
µi
Z∗α3
mχoα
mχo
β
(Z∗β2 − Z∗β1g′/g)Bl ×
{
−
[
Z∗α4(Z
∗
β2 − Z∗β1g′/g) sinα + (Z∗α2 − Z∗α1g′/g)Z∗β3 cosα
+ (Z∗α2 − Z∗α1g′/g)Z∗β4 sinα
]
cos(α− β)I(mh, mχo
β
, mν˜l)
+
[
Z∗α4(Z
∗
β2 − Z∗β1g′/g) cosα− (Z∗α2 − Z∗α1g′/g)Z∗β3 sinα
+ (Z∗α2 − Z∗α1g′/g)Z∗β4 cosα
]
sin(α− β)I(mH , mχo
β
, mν˜l)
−
[
Z∗α4(Z
∗
β2 − Z∗β1g′/g) sinβ + (Z∗α2 − Z∗α1g′/g)Z∗β3 cos β
+ (Z∗α2 − Z∗α1g′/g)Z∗β4 sin β
]
I(mA, mχo
β
, mν˜l)
}
+ (i↔ j) (67)
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• Diagram 20 Rp/ at I and V with g − λ couplings. This differs from figure 2d): the internal line
is a higgsino and there is an A˜ mass insertion on the scalar line.
(I, V ) = − ∑
α,β,m
µi
g√
2
Z∗α3
mχoα
{
(Z∗α2 + Z
∗
α1g
′/g)U∗β2V
∗
β2 + Z
∗
α3U
∗
β2V
∗
β1
}
mχ+
β
memh
jm
e µm sin
2 β tan βI(mχ+
β
, mE˜m, mH+) + (i↔ j) (68)
which reduces for diagonal yukawas to
(I, V ) = −∑
α,β
µi
g√
2
Z∗α3
mχoα
{
(Z∗α2 + Z
∗
α1g
′/g)U∗β2V
∗
β2 + Z
∗
α3U
∗
β2V
∗
β1
}
mχ+
β
mejh
j
eµj sin
2 β tanβ × I(mχ+
β
, mE˜j , mH+) + (i↔ j) (69)
• Diagram 21 Rp/ at I and IV with g − λ couplings.
The particle identities do not correspond to the labels on figure 2 d). The νi can mix with a
higgsino, then the loop fermion is a chargino, arriving at VII as h˜d. Alternatively, the νi turns
into a gaugino, then there are two possibilities. Firstly, the loop fermion can be a higgsino,
arriving at II as h˜u and at VII as h˜d. Secondly the loop fermion can be a charged lepton, and
the scalar arriving at VII is a charged Higgs.
(I, IV ) =
∑
β,α,p,m
µi
g√
2
Z∗α3
mχoα
{
(Z∗α2 + Z
∗
α1g
′/g)U∗β2V
∗
β2
}
mχ+
β
hjme A˜
pmBp tan βI(mχ+
β
, mE˜m, mL˜p , mH+) + (i↔ j)
+
∑
α,l
µi
gjl√
2
Z∗α3(Z
∗
α2 + Z
∗
α1g
′/g)
mχoα
mejh
jj
e tan βBl ×
I(mej , mL˜l , mH+) + (i↔ j) (70)
which for diagonal yukawas reduces to
(I, IV ) = −∑
α,β
µi
g√
2
Z∗α3
mχoα
{
(Z∗α2 + Z
∗
α1g
′/g)U∗β2V
∗
β2
}
mχ+
β
×
hjemej(A+ µ4 tan β)Bj tan βI(mχ+
β
, mE˜j , mL˜j , mH+) + (i↔ j)
+
∑
α
µi
g√
2
Z∗α3(Z
∗
α2 + Z
∗
α1g
′/g)
mχoα
mejh
jj
e tanβBj ×
I(mej , mL˜j , mH+) + (i↔ j) (71)
C Basis-independent diagram amplitudes
In this appendix we write the contributions to the neutrino mass matrix [mν ]ij from each diagram
in terms of MSSM parameters and invariants. The latter can be evaluated in any basis.
We list all imaginable diagrams, and explain why some are zero or negligeable. We write the
MSSM parameters in the mass eigenstate basis, with diagonal quark and charged lepton mass matri-
ces. See Appendix C for definitions of the matrices Z, U, V, L, E,Q and D which respectively diago-
nalise neutralinos, negative charginos, positive charginos, doublet charged sleptons, singlet sleptons,
down-type doublet quarks and singlet down quarks.
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We define
A˜ml = −LˆmM
(
(λA)IMl
vI√
2
+ µI
vu√
2
λIMl
)
, (72)
with Lˆm = λm · ~v/|λm · ~v|, see equation (3). Similarly we define
A˜mld = −
(
(λ′A)Iml
vI√
2
+ µI
vu√
2
λ
′Iml
)
. (73)
Notice that the indices on A˜ and A˜d are in the charged lepton and down quark mass eigenstate basis
respectively.
C.1 λ− λ diagrams—figure 2a)
• Rp-violation at (I,VIII): this is a loop correction to the tree mass, so can be neglected.
• Rp-violation at (I,VII) and (II,VIII) (diagram 6, equation 42).
(I, V II) + (II, V III) =
∑
α,l,k,m,p,n,q
δiµδ
qjn
λ menh
n
e |µ|A˜kpEnlE∗plLqmL∗km
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχoα
I(men, mE˜l, mL˜m) + (i↔ j), (74)
which simplifies to
(I, V II) + (II, V III) = −∑
α,k
δjµδ
kik
λ |µ|hkem2ek(A+ |µ| tanβ)
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχoα
I(mek , mE˜k , mL˜k) + (i↔ j), (75)
when A˜, L and E are taken to be diagonal.
• Rp-violation at (I, VI) (diagram 11, equation 52)
(I, V I) = − ∑
α,l,p,r,q
δiµδ
m
B (h
j
e)
2mej A˜
qp|B||µ|EjlE∗plLmrL∗qr tan β
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχoα
I(mej , mE˜l , mL˜r , mH−) + (i↔ j), (76)
for diagonal A˜, L, E this simplifies to
(I, V I) =
∑
α
δiµδ
j
B(h
j
emej )
2(A+ |µ| tanβ)|B||µ| tanβZ
∗
α3Z
∗
α4
mχo
β
I(mej , mE˜j , mL˜j , mH−) + (i↔ j). (77)
• Rp-violation at (I,V) (diagram 7, equation 44)
(I, V ) = −∑
α,l,k
δiµ|µ|2(hje)2mjemkeδkµ sin2 β tanβEjlE∗kl
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχα
I(mej , mE˜l, mH+)
+(i↔ j). (78)
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Taking A˜, L and E to be diagonal this simplifies to
(I, V ) = −∑
α
δiµδ
j
µ|µ|2(mjehje)2
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχα
sin2 β tanβI(mej , mE˜j , mH+) + (i↔ j). (79)
• Rp-violation at (I,IV). This is not possible, because there is no Rp-violating mass involving two
Ec.
• Rp-violation at (I,II). This is not possible; Rp/ at II requires three incident leptons.
• Rp-violation at (II, VIII). This is included with Rp-violation at (I, VII).
• Rp-violation at (II, VII) from λ couplings (diagram 1 equation 33)
(II, V II) = − ∑
l,m,n,r,p,q,s
δinmλ δ
rjn
λ menA˜
sqEmpE
∗
pqL
∗
slLrlI(men, mE˜p, mL˜l) + (i↔ j), (80)
which can be rewritten as
(II, V II) =
∑
l,k
δilkλ δ
jkl
λ melmek(A+ |µ| tanβ)I(mel, mE˜k , mL˜k) + (i↔ j), (81)
when we take A˜, L and E to be diagonal.
• Rp-violation at (II, VI) (diagram 5, equation 40)
(II, V I) =
∑
m,n,s,p,q,r
δijnλ δ
r
B|B|mejhjeA˜pq tanβEnsE∗qsL∗pmLrm
I(mej , mE˜s, mL˜m , mH+) + (i↔ j), (82)
which reduces to
(II, V I) = −∑
l
δijlλ δ
l
B|B|mejmelhje(A+ |µ| tanβ) tanβ
I(mej , mE˜l, mL˜l, mH+) + (i↔ j), (83)
when we take A˜, L and E diagonal.
• Rp-violation at (II, V) (diagram 8, equation 46)
(II, V ) = − ∑
k,l,m
δijkλ δ
m
µ |µ|mejhjemem tanβ sin2 βEklE∗mlI(mej , mE˜l, mH+) + (i↔ j), (84)
which becomes
(II, V ) = −∑
k
δijkλ δ
k
µ|µ|mejhjemek tanβ sin2 βI(mej , mE˜k , mH+) + (i↔ j), (85)
for diagonal matrices.
• Rp-violation at (II, IV) is not possible because there is no Rp/ mass between two Ec.
• Rp-violation at (II, III) is not possible; Rp/ at II requires three incident leptons.
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• Rp-violation at (III, VIII) (diagram 10, equation 50)
(III, V III) = − ∑
α,β,k,l,m,q,p
δmµ δ
j
µ|µ|2hieA˜pqhme memEikE∗qkL∗plLmlV ∗α2U∗α2mχ+α
Z∗β3Z
∗
β4
mχo
β
I(mem, mE˜k , mL˜l , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j), (86)
when we take diagonal A˜, L and E this reduces to
(III, V III) =
∑
α,β
δiµδ
j
µ|µ|2(A+ |µ| tanβ)(hiemie)2V ∗α2U∗α2mχ+α
Z∗β3Z
∗
β4
mχo
β
I(mei , mE˜i, mL˜i, mχ+α ) + (i↔ j). (87)
• Rp-violation at (III,VII) (diagram 12, equation 54)
(III, V II) =
∑
α,k,l,m,n,q,p
δjnmλ δ
m
µ |µ|hieA˜qpmemV ∗α2U∗α2mχ+αLnlL∗qlEikE∗pk
I(mem , mE˜k , mL˜l, mχ+α ) + (i↔ j), (88)
which becomes, when A˜, L and E are diagonal
(III, V II) = −∑
α,m
δjimλ δ
m
µ |µ|hiememmei(A+ |µ| tanβ)V ∗α2U∗α2mχ+α
I(mem, mE˜i, mL˜i , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j). (89)
• Rp-violation at (III, VI) (diagram 13, equation 56).
(III, V I) = − ∑
α,k,l,m,q,p
δjµδ
m
B |µ||B|hieA˜qp tan βhjemejV ∗α2U∗α2m+χαEikE∗pkL∗qlLml
I(mej , mE˜k , mL˜l, mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j), (90)
which reduces to
(III, V I) =
∑
α
δjµδ
i
B|µ||B|(A+ |µ| tanβ)hiemeihjemejV ∗α2U∗α2m+χα
I(mej , mE˜i, mL˜i , mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j), (91)
for diagonal A˜, L and E.
• Rp-violation at (III, V) (diagram 9, equation 48).
(III, V ) =
∑
α,k,n
δnµδ
j
µ|µ|2 tan βmne sin2 βmejhjehieEikE∗nkV ∗α2U∗α2mχ+α
I(mej , mE˜k , mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j), (92)
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which simplifies to
(III, V ) =
∑
α
δiµδ
j
µ|µ|2 tanβ sin2 βmeimejhjehieV ∗α2U∗α2m+χα
I(mej , mE˜i, mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j), (93)
for diagonal E.
• Rp-violation at (III, IV), is not possible because there is no Rp/ mass involving two Ec.
• Rp-violation at (IV , VIII) is not possible, for the same reason as (III, IV)— No diagram with
Ec leaving VII and arriving at V can have Rp-violation at IV, so no diagrams with Rp/ at
(IV,...) are possible.
• Rp-violation at (V, VIII) is the same as (I, V).
• Rp-violation at (V, VII) is the same as (II, V).
• Rp-violation at (V, VI) is not possible, because we cannot put two units of lepton number
violation on one charged line.
• Rp-violation at (VI, VIII) is not possible because H+ has no Rp conserving mass with Ec.
• Rp-violation at (VI, VII) is not possible because H+ has no Rp conserving mass with Ec.
C.2 λ′ − λ′ diagrams—figure 2b)
• Rp-violation at (I,VIII) is a loop correction to the tree mass.
• Rp-violation at (I,VII) and (II,VIII) from λ′ couplings (diagram 4, equation 38).
(I, V II) + (II, V III) = 3
∑
α,l,k,m,q,p,r
δiµ|µ|
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχα
hkdmdkδ
jrk
λ′ DklD
∗
qlQ
∗
pmQrmA˜
pq
d
I(mdk , mD˜l, mQ˜m)
+3
∑
α,l,k,m,q,p,r
δjµ|µ|
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχα
hkdmdkδ
irk
λ′ DklD
∗
qlQ
∗
pmQrmA˜
pq
d
I(mdk , mD˜l, mQ˜m), (94)
which simplifies to
(I, V II) + (II, V III) = −3∑
α,k
δjµ|µ|
Z∗α3Z
∗
α4
mχα
hkdm
2
dk
δikkλ′ (A+ |µ| tanβ)×
I(mdk , mD˜k , mQ˜k) + (i↔ j), (95)
when A˜d, Q and D are taken to be diagonal.
• Rp-violation at II and VII from λ′ couplings (diagram 2, equation 35).
(II, V II) = −3 ∑
l,k,m,n,p,r,s
δilpλ′ δ
jnl
λ′ mdlA˜
sr
d DpkD
∗
rkLnmL
∗
sm ×
I(mdl , mD˜k , mQ˜m) + (i↔ j), (96)
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which can be rewritten as
(II, V II) = 3
∑
l,k
δilkλ′ δ
jkl
λ′ mdlmdk(A+ |µ| tanβ)I(mdl, mD˜k , mQ˜k) + (i↔ j), (97)
when we take A˜d, Q and D to be diagonal.
• Lepton number violation is not possible inside a squark loop, so the only additional effect that
bilinear Rp/ can have is to induce squark flavour violation at V. We neglect this because the
squark flavour violation is small: δiµδ
ipq
λ′ |µ|vu. If we take mν <∼ eV then this implies δiµ <∼ 10−5,
so δiµδ
ipq
λ′ |µ|vu <∼ δipqλ′ GeV2, which is negligeable. We differ here from reference [22], where this
flavour violation due to the bilinears is included, but bilinear lepton number violation is not.
C.3 the Grossman-Haber diagrams—figure 2c)
• Rp-violation at (I,VIII) is a loop correction to the tree level mass, so negligeable.
• Rp-violation at (I,VI) and (IV,VIII) (diagram 19, equation 67). The basis independent version
of this diagram can be read off from equation (67), substituting δnB|B| for Bn, and δiµ|µ| for µi.
• Rp-violation at (IV,VI) (diagram 3, equation 37)
(IV, V I) =
∑
α,l,m,k,n
g2δmB δ
n
B |B|2
4 cos2 β
(Z∗α2 − Z∗α1g′/g)2mχoαL∗ilLmlL∗jkLnk
{
I(mh, mν˜l, mν˜k , mχoα) cos
2(α− β) + I(mH , mν˜l, mν˜k , mχoα) sin2(α− β)
−I(mA, mν˜l, mν˜k , mχoα)
}
, (98)
which for diagonal L becomes
(IV, V I) =
∑
α
g2δiBδ
j
B|B|2
4 cos2 β
(Z∗α2 − Z∗α1g′/g)2mχoα
{
I(mh, mν˜i, mν˜j , mχoα) cos
2(α− β)
+I(mH , mν˜i , mν˜j , mχoα) sin
2(α− β)− I(mA, mν˜i, mν˜j , mχoα)
}
. (99)
C.4 g − λ diagrams—figure 2d)
• Rp-violation at (I, VIII) would be a loop correction to the tree level mass, so is negligeable.
• Rp-violation at (I,VII) (diagram 17, equation 63). See comments before equation 63.
(I, V II) = − ∑
α,k,l,m
g
′
√
2
mekδ
i
µ|µ|
Z∗α3Z
∗
α1
mχoα
{
2δmjkλ L
∗
klLmlI(mL˜l, mek)
−2δkjmλ E∗klEmlI(mE˜l , mek)
}
− ∑
α,k,l,m
g
′
√
2
mdkδ
i
µ|µ|
Z∗α3Z
∗
α1
mχoα
{
2δjmk
λ
′ Q∗klQmlI(mQ˜l, mdk)
−2δjkmλ′ D∗klDmlI(mD˜l , mdk)
}
+ (i↔ j) (100)
The simplifications when E,L,Q and D are diagonal are obvious, so we do not repeat these
expressions.
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• Rp/ at (I,V) (diagram 20, equation 68). The particle labels in figure 2d) do not apply in this
case. The incident νi mixes with a gaugino, and the internal fermion line is a higgsino, or νi
mixes with h˜u and meets w˜
+ at II. The scalar incident at VII is an Ec.
(I, V ) = − ∑
α,β,l,m
δiµδ
m
µ |µ|2
g√
2
Z∗α3
mχoα
{
(Z∗α2 + Z
∗
α1g
′/g)U∗β2V
∗
β2 + Z
∗
α3U
∗
β2V
∗
β1
}
×
mχ+
β
memh
j
e sin
2 β tan βEjlE
∗
mlI(mχ+
β
, mE˜l, mH+) + (i↔ j). (101)
This reduces, when E is diagonal to
(I, V ) = −∑
α,β
δiµδ
j
µ|µ|2
g√
2
Z∗α3
mχoα
{
(Z∗α2 + Z
∗
α1g
′/g)U∗β2V
∗
β2 + Z
∗
α3U
∗
β2V
∗
β1
}
mχ+
β
mejh
j
e sin
2 β tan βI(mχ+
β
, mE˜j , mH+) + (i↔ j). (102)
• Rp/ at (I,IV) (diagram 21, equation 70). The neutrino can mix with a gaugino, then there are
two possibilities, which we list separately. Firstly, the internal fermion line can be a higgsino.
An A˜ insertion on the scalar line ensures that the incident scalar at VII is an Ec. The second
possibility is for the gaugino to interact with ℓ, L˜ at II. In this case H+ and ec are incident at
VII. A third possibility is for the incident neutrino νi could also mix with h˜u, which meets a w˜
at II, and emits a H+u . (An A˜ mass insertion on the scalar line, and mχ+ on the fermion line,
ensure that Ec and h˜d arrive at VII. ) This third possibility is a loop correction to the tree
mass (the loop, without the external mass insertion, is a contribution to µiνih˜
o
u), so we do not
include it.
(I, IV )1 =
∑
β,α,l,m,p,q,r
δrBδ
i
µ|µ||B|
g√
2
Z∗α3(Z
∗
α2 + Z
∗
α1g
′/g)
mχoα
hjeEjlE
∗
mlA˜
pmLrqL
∗
pq tan β ×
U∗β2V
∗
β2mχ+
β
I(mχ+
β
, mE˜l, mL˜q , mH+) + (i↔ j). (103)
The second possibility gives
(I, IV )2 =
∑
α,m,n
δiµδ
n
B|µ||B|
g√
2
Z∗α3(Z
∗
α2 + Z
∗
α1g
′/g)
mχoα
mejh
j
e tanβLjmL
∗
nm
I(mej , mL˜m , mH+) + (i↔ j), (104)
which reduces, for diagonal A˜, L and E to
(I, IV ) = −∑
β,α
δjBδ
i
µ|µ||B|
g√
2
Z∗α3
mχoα
{
(Z∗α2 + Z
∗
α1g
′/g)U∗β2V
∗
β2
}
×
mχ+
β
hjemej (A+ |µ| tanβ) tanβI(mχ+
β
, mE˜j , mL˜j , mH+)
+
∑
α
δiµδ
j
B|µ||B|
g√
2
Z∗α3(Z
∗
α2 + Z
∗
α1g
′/g)
mχoα
mejh
j
e tan β
I(mej , mL˜m , mH+) + (i↔ j). (105)
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• Rp-violation at I and III (diagram 16, equation 62)
(I, III) = −∑
αβ
δiµδ
j
µ|µ|2
g√
2
sin2 βhjemej

V ∗α2U∗α1mχ+α Z
∗
β3Z
∗
β4
mχo
β
−V ∗α2U∗α2mχ+α
(Z∗β2 + Z
∗
β1g
′/g)Z∗β3
mχo
β

 I(mej , m+H , m+χα) + (i↔ j). (106)
• Rp-violation at III and VIII (diagram 15, equation 60)
(III, V III) = − ∑
αβ,k,l
δkµδ
j
µ|µ|2
g√
2
L∗ilLklh
k
emekV
∗
α2U
∗
α1m
+
χα
Z∗β3Z
∗
β4
moχβ
I(mek , mL˜l , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j), (107)
which reduces for diagonal L to
(III, V III) = −∑
αβ
δiµδ
j
µ|µ|2
g√
2
hiemeiV
∗
α2U
∗
α1mχ+α
Z∗β3Z
∗
β4
moχβ
I(mei, mL˜i, mχ+α ) + (i↔ j). (108)
• Rp-violation at III and VII in g − λ loop; this is zero of the sleptons are mass-degenerate
(diagram 18, equation 65).
(III, V II) =
∑
α,k,l,m
δkµ|µ|δmjkλ
g√
2
mekV
∗
α2U
∗
α1mχ+αL
∗
ilLmlI(mek , mL˜l, mχ+α ) + (i↔ j), (109)
which for diagonal L reduces to
(III, V II) =
∑
α,k
δkµ|µ|δijkλ
g√
2
mekV
∗
α2U
∗
α1mχ+α I(mek , mL˜i , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j). (110)
• Rp-violation at (III, IV) (diagram 14, equation 58)
(III, IV ) = −∑
α,l,k
δjµδ
k
B|µ||B|
g√
2
U∗α1V
∗
α2mχ+αmejh
j
eL
∗
ilLkl tan β
I(mej , mL˜l, mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j), (111)
which reduces for diagonal L to
(III, IV ) = −∑
α
δjµδ
i
B|µ||B|
g√
2
U∗α1V
∗
α2mχ+αmejh
j
e tan β
I(mej , mL˜i , mH+ , mχ+α ) + (i↔ j). (112)
• (IV, VIII) and (IV, VII) do not exist, because a doublet slepton must come out of II, so no
particles carrying lepton number would arrive at VII.
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• (IV, V) and (IV, VI) do not exist, because there cannot be two units of lepton number violation
on a charged line.
• (V, VIII) and (V, VII) do not exist, because a doublet slepton must come out of II, so no
particles carrying lepton number would arrive at VII.
D Conventions and Feynman rules
We take all coupling constants to be real. Indices on Yukawa couplings and A are in order doublet(d)
singlet (s): hdse . We work in the mass eigenstate basis of the charged leptons and down-type quarks,
where the Yukawa couplings are diagonal and only need one index. In Appendix A, we absorb the
slepton and squark mixing matrices into the Yukawa and gauge couplings at the vertices, so they are
not diagonal when a scalar meets a fermion.
The MSSM neutralino mass matrix is diagonalised by the matrix Zmf , with flavour eigenstate
index f :1..4 corresponding to (−iB˜,−iW˜ o, h˜ou, h˜od). The first index m is the mass eigenstate index.
The chargino mass matrix is diagonalised by matrices U and V : U∗MV † = Mdiag, so the positive
[negative] mass eigenstates are χ+m = Vmfψ
+
f [χ
−
m = Umfψ
−
f ] , where ψ
+
f = (−iw˜+, h˜+u ) and ψ−f =
(−iw˜−, h˜−d ). The doublet and singlet charged slepton (down-type quark) mass matrices are separately
diagonalised by matrices Lfm and Efm (Qfm and Dfm), with index order flavour eigenstate–mass
eigenstate. We include the A term mixing between doublets and singlets in perturbation theory. The
matrices L,E,Q and D do not appear in Appendix A; instead we absorb them into A˜, A˜d and the
gauge and yukawa vertex couplings. We use bold face indices to indicate the squark/slepton mass
eigenstates in Appendix A, so
A˜lm = L∗plA˜
pqE∗qm, A˜
lm
d = Q
∗
plA˜
pq
d D
∗
qm, h
lm
e = Lklh
km
e (113)
We also absorb the diagonalisation matrices into the gauge couplings, so g also appears with indices.
Usually
gil = gLil (114)
however, g appears in the formulae for diagram 17 having absorbed L,E,Q or D.
We use MSSM Feynman rules from [3], with additional Feynman rules to include the Rp/ interac-
tions in figures 3,4 and 5. Line direction is superfield chirality.
For a Lagrangian
L = ψ¯(i∂/−m)ψ, (115)
we fix the phase of the mass insertion to be −i because
i
p/ −m =
i
p/
+
i
p/
(−im) i
p/
+ ... (116)
The −iµi mass insertions on the external legs of the diagram mix the incident flavour eigenstate
neutrino νi with the h˜
o
u component of a neutralino. So the external leg propagator delivering a
flavour eigenstate neutralino f to vertex II is:
i
p/
(−iµi)
∑
α
iZ∗α3Z
∗
αf
p/ −mχoα
=
i
p/
(−µi)
∑
α
(
Z∗α3Z
∗
αf
mχoα
)
, (117)
where we have used p2 = 0. This gives the Feynman rules of figure 3.
The Rp violating µi and Bi mass insertions, and the Rp conserving A˜ mass insertion, on inter-
nal charged lines are negative (by SU(2) antisymmetric contraction), so effectively appear in the
amplitude with a negative sign:
i
p/ −m1 (i|µi|)
i
p/ −m2 =
i
p/ −m1
−|µi|
p/ −m2 . (118)
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(However, the Rp/ part of A˜ is −λi4iµivu/
√
2 = meiµi tanβ, so appears positive in the amplitude...).
The Feynman rule we quote in figure 4 for the mass insertion Bi also includes the effect of the
soft mass m24i. The minimisation condition for the potential, in the 〈ν˜i〉 = 0 basis, implies that
m24i = −Bi tan β (at arbitrary loop order) [19], so the Rp/ mixing between H− and EL is
− Bi cos β +m24i sin β = −
Bi
cos β
. (119)
E Numerical Bounds
We give results for two different values of tanβ = 2, 10 whenever necessary. This gives us an indication
of the explicit dependence of the bounds of tanβ, although there is another dependence implicit in
the neutralino/chargino mixing matrices which we do not address here. Once again, we emphasize
that we make the assumptions described in section 4 in order that the combination of couplings
constants are allowed the largest possible values. It is easy to see that under these assumptions the
integrals that appear in the expressions of appendices A and B can be simply replaced by
I(m1, m2, m3) → 1
16π2
1
m2susy
,
I(m1, m2, m3, m4) → 1
16π2
1
m4susy
,
I(m1, m2, m3, m4, m5) → 1
16π2
1
m6susy
.
(120)
Below for all bounds we use |mν |.
• Tree-level contribution
|mijν | = δiµδjµmsusy, (121)
which gives the constraint
δiµδ
j
µ ≤ 10−12. (122)
• Diagram 1
mijν =
1
8π2
1
msusy
∑
k,n
δinkλ δ
jkn
λ menmek . (123)
Using the mass hierarchy of the lepton sector for i, j 6= 3 we get
δi33λ δ
j33
λ ≤ 0.1eV8π2
msusy
m2τ
,
δi33λ δ
j33
λ ≤ 2.7× 10−7, (124)
for msusy = 100GeV.
For i = 1, 2, j = 3 and j = 1, 2, i = 3
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δi32λ δ
j23
λ ≤ 0.1eV8π2
msusy
mτmµ
,
δi33λ δ
j33
λ ≤ 4.4× 10−6, (125)
for msusy = 100GeV.
For i, j = 3
δi22λ δ
j22
λ ≤ 0.1eV8π2
msusy
m2µ
,
δi33λ δ
j33
λ ≤ 7.1× 10−5, (126)
for msusy = 100GeV. We can summarize the constraints in tables in the following way,
δinkλ δ
jkn
λ =
i/j 1 2 3
1 2.7× 10−7 2.7× 10−7 4.4× 10−6
2 2.7× 10−7 2.7× 10−7 4.4× 10−6
3 4.4× 10−6 4.4× 10−6 7.1× 10−5
(127)
• Diagram 2
mijν =
3
8π2
1
msusy
∑
k,n
δinkλ′ δ
jkn
λ′ mdnmek . (128)
Using the mass hierarchy of the down quark sector we get,
δi33λ′ δ
j33
λ′ ≤ 0.1eV8π2
msusy
3m2b
,
δi33λ′ δ
j33
λ′ ≤ 1.05× 10−8, (129)
for msusy = 100GeV.
• Diagram 3
mijν =
g2
64π2 cos2 β
msusyδ
i
Bδ
j
B. (130)
This gives
δiBδ
j
B ≤ 0.1eV
64π2 cos2 β
g2msusy
,
δiBδ
j
B ≤ 2.9× 10−10, (131)
for tanβ = 2.
• Diagram 4
mijν =
∑
k
3hkdm
2
dk
16π2msusy
(δjµδ
ikk
λ′ + δ
i
µδ
jkk
λ′ ). (132)
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Once again using the fermion mass hierarchy we get,
mijν =
3hbm
2
b
16π2msusy
(δjµδ
i33
λ′ + δ
i
µδ
j33
λ′ ). (133)
Which gives,
(δjµδ
i33
λ′ + δ
i
µδ
j33
λ′ ) ≤ 0.1eV
16π2msusy
3hbm
2
b
. (134)
For tan β = 2,
(δjµδ
i33
λ′ + δ
i
µδ
j33
λ′ ) ≤ 3.2× 10−7. (135)
For tan β = 10,
(δjµδ
i33
λ′ + δ
i
µδ
j33
λ′ ) ≤ 7.2× 10−8. (136)
• Diagram 5
mijν =
mτ tan β
16π2msusy
δij3λ δ
3
B(mejh
j
e −meihie). (137)
For tan β = 2,
δij3λ δ
3
B =
i/j 1 2 3
1 0 3.2× 10−3 1.2× 10−5
2 3.2× 10−3 0 1.2× 10−5
3 1.2× 10−5 1.2× 10−5 0
(138)
For tan β = 10,
δij3λ δ
3
B =
i/j 1 2 3
1 0 1.4× 10−4 5.5× 10−7
2 1.4× 10−4 0 5.5× 10−7
3 5.5× 10−7 5.5× 10−7 0
(139)
• Diagram 6
mijν =
∑
k
hkem
2
ek
16π2msusy
(δjµδ
ikk
λ + δ
i
µδ
jkk
λ ). (140)
For tan β = 2,
(δjµδ
ikk
λ + δ
i
µδ
jkk
λ ) =
i/j 1 2 3
1 2.5× 10−5 2.5× 10−5 2.5× 10−5
2 2.5× 10−5 2.5× 10−5 2.5× 10−5
3 2.5× 10−5 2.5× 10−5 1.0× 10−1
(141)
For tan β = 10,
(δjµδ
ikk
λ + δ
i
µδ
jkk
λ ) =
i/j 1 2 3
1 5.5× 10−6 5.5× 10−6 5.5× 10−2
2 5.5× 10−6 5.5× 10−6 5.5× 10−2
3 5.5× 10−2 5.5× 10−2 2.3× 10−2
(142)
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• Diagram 7
mijν =
tanβ sin2 β
16π2msusy
δiµδ
j
µ(m
2
ej
hj
2
e +m
2
ei
hi
2
e ). (143)
For tan β = 2,
δiµδ
j
µ =
i/j 1 2 3
1 −−− −−− 7.1× 10−4
2 −−− −−− 7.1× 10−4
3 7.1× 10−4 7.1× 10−4 3.5× 10−4
(144)
For tan β = 10,
δiµδ
j
µ =
i/j 1 2 3
1 −−− −−− 5.7× 10−6
2 −−− 0.35 5.7× 10−6
3 5.7× 10−6 5.7× 10−6 2.8× 10−6
(145)
The dashed lines mean that there is no bound.
• Diagram 8
mijν =
∑
k
δkµmek
tanβ sin2 β
16π2msusy
δijkλ (mejh
j
e −meihie). (146)
The bounds can be obtained from the bounds of diagram 5/(sin2 β).
• Diagram 9
mijν =
tanβ sin2 β
8π2msusy
δiµδ
j
µmeimejh
i
eh
j
e. (147)
For tan β = 2,
δiµδ
j
µ =
i/j 1 2 3
1 −−− −−− −−−
2 −−− −−− 9.3× 10−2
3 −−− 9.3× 10−2 3.5× 10−4
(148)
For tan β = 10,
δiµδ
j
µ =
i/j 1 2 3
1 −−− −−− −−−
2 −−− 0.19 7.4× 10−4
3 −−− 7.4× 10−4 2.8× 10−6
(149)
• Diagram 10
mijν =
1
16π2msusy
δiµδ
j
µ(m
2
ei
hi
2
e +m
2
ej
hj
2
e ). (150)
The bounds here can be obtained from those diagram 7× tan β sin2 β.
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• Diagram 11
mijν =
tanβ
16π2msusy
δiµδ
j
B(m
2
ej
hj
2
e ) + δ
j
µδ
i
B(m
2
ei
hi
2
e ) (151)
The bounds here can be obtained from those diagram 7× sin2 β.
• Diagram 12
mijν =
∑
k
mek
16π2msusy
δkµδ
ijk
λ (meih
i
e −mejhje). (152)
The bounds here can be obtained from those diagram 5× tan β.
• Diagram 13
mijν =
1
8π2msusy
δiµδ
j
B(meih
i
emejh
j
e). (153)
The bounds here can be obtained from those diagram 9× tan β sin2 β.
• Diagram 14
mijν =
g tanβ
16π2
√
2
(δiµδ
j
Bmeih
i
e + δ
j
µδ
i
Bmejh
j
e). (154)
For tan β = 2,
(δiµδ
j
B) =
i/j 1 2 3
1 −−− 1.2× 10−4 4.6× 10−7
2 −−− 6.0× 10−5 4.6× 10−7
3 −−− −−− 2.3× 10−7
(155)
The i index on δµ corresponds to the column, and the j index to the row, for both the table
above and below.
For tan β = 10,
(δiµδ
j
B) =
i/j 1 2 3
1 0.12 5.3× 10−6 2.0× 10−8
2 −−− 2.6× 10−6 2.0× 10−8
3 −−− −−− 1.0× 10−8
(156)
• Diagram 15
mijν =
g
16π2
√
2
δiµδ
j
µ(meih
i
e +mejh
j
e). (157)
The bounds here can be obtained from those diagram 20× tan β sin2 β.
• Diagram 16
mijν =
g sin2 β
16π2
√
2
δiµδ
j
µ(meih
i
e +mejh
j
e). (158)
The bounds here can be obtained from those diagram 20× tan β.
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• Diagram 17
From the slepton-lepton loop, neglecting g′ with respect to g:
mijν =
∑
k
gmek
16π2
√
2
(δiµδ
jkk
λ + δ
j
µδ
ikk
λ ) (159)
(δiµδ
j33
λ + δ
j
µδ
i33
λ ) = 1.0× 10−8 (160)
From the squark-quark loop:
mijν = 3
∑
k
gmdk
16π2
√
2
(δiµδ
′jkk
λ + δ
j
µδ
′ikk
λ ) (161)
(δiµδ
′j33
λ + δ
j
µδ
′i33
λ ) = 3.4× 10−9 (162)
• Diagram 18
This diagram is non-zero only for non-degenerate sleptons.
• Diagram 19
mijν =
g2
64π2 cos β
msusy(δ
i
µδ
j
B + δ
j
µδ
i
B). (163)
For tan β = 2,
(δiµδ
j
B + δ
j
µδ
i
B) = 6.7× 10−10 (164)
For tan β = 10,
(δiµδ
j
B + δ
j
µδ
i
B) = 1.4× 10−10 (165)
• Diagram 20
mijν =
g tan β sin2 β
16π2
√
2
δiµδ
j
µ(meih
i
e +mejh
j
e). (166)
For tan β = 2,
δiµδ
j
µ =
i/j 1 2 3
1 −−− 1.5× 10−4 5.7× 10−7
2 1.5× 10−4 7.5× 10−5 5.7× 10−7
3 5.7× 10−7 5.7× 10−7 2.8× 10−7
(167)
For tan β = 10,
δiµδ
j
µ =
i/j 1 2 3
1 0.12 5.4× 10−6 2.0× 10−8
2 5.4× 10−6 2.7× 10−6 2.0× 10−8
3 2.0× 10−8 2.0× 10−8 1.0× 10−8
(168)
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• Diagram 21
mijν =
g tanβ
16π2
√
2
(δiµδ
j
Bmejh
j
e + δ
j
µδ
i
Bmeih
i
e). (169)
Here we obtain the same bounds as in diagram 14, but with the indices on δµ and δB inverted;
the bound of diagram 14 on δiµδ
j
B applies to δ
j
µδ
i
B according to this diagram.
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νi νj
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ℓJ e
c
n
vM
AvR + vuµR
b)
•
I
•
II
•
V II
•
V III
νi νj
Dc
p Qr
qs dcs
vM
AvR + vuµR
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•
I
•
IV
•
V III
•
V I
νi νj
h,H,−A
x
χ
•
I
•
III
•
V II
•
V III
•
IVd)
νi νj
LT ,Hu
w˜ ℓP e
c
n
vM
Figure 2: Schematic representation of one-loop diagrams contributing to neutrino masses, in a La-
grangian basis. The blobs indicate possible positions for Rp/ interactions, which can be trilinears (at
positions II and VII) or mass insertions. The misalignment between ~µ and ~v allows a mass insertion
on the lepton/higgsino lines (at points I, III, or VIII) and at the A-term on the scalar line (position
V). The soft Rp/ masses appear as mass insertions at positions VI and IV on the scalar line. Figure
a) is the charged loop with trilinear couplings λ (or he) at the vertices. Figure b) is the coloured
loop with trilinear λ′ or yukawa hb couplings. Figure c) is the neutral loop with two gauge couplings
(in the MSSM mass eigenstate basis), and figure d) is the charged loop with one gauge and and a
Yukawa coupling. This diagram occurs if gauginos mix with charged leptons—that is if δµ 6= 0.
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νi h˜d
µi
x
h˜u
mχoα
x = νi h˜d
µi
x −µi Z
∗
α4Z
∗
α3
mχoα
νi w˜o
µi
x
h˜u
mχoα
x = νi w˜o
µi
x −µi Z
∗
α3Z
∗
α2
mχoα
νi b˜o
µi
x
h˜u
mχoα
x = νi b˜o
µi
x −µi Z
∗
α3Z
∗
α1
mχoα
Figure 3: Feynman rules for mass insertions on external legs. The left hand column is a more correct
representation; we use the abbrieviated notation of the central column in figure 2.
h˜d h˜u
µi
x iµi H+ EL
Bi, m
2
4i
x i Bicos β
H− Ec
A˜
x −i∑k µk(mek tan β) sinβ
Figure 4: Internal charged line mass insertions.
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νi
(eL)j
Eck
iλijnEnk νi
h˜−d
Eck
ihieEik
νi
eck
(EL)m
iλijkLjm νi
eck
H−
ihke sin β
Figure 5: Feynman rules for trilinear/Yukawa interactions. For the quarks, replace λijk → λ′ijk,
Eck → Dck, (eL)j → (qL)j, and so on.
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